NEW RELEASE CDs  24/5/19

BLACK MOUNTAIN Destroyer [Jagjaguwar] £9.99
EARTH Full Upon Her Burning Lips £10.99
FLYING LOTUS Flamagra [Warp] £9.99
HONEYBLOOD In Plain Sight [Marathon] £9.99
MAVIS STAPLES We Get By [ANTI-] £10.99
SEBADOH Act Surprised £10.99

AKA TRIO (Feat. Seckou Keita!) Joy £9.99
ANDREYA TRIANA Life In Colour £9.99
FIRE! ORCHESTRA Arrival £11.99
FLESHGOD APOCALYPSE Veleno [Ltd. CD + Blu-Ray on Nuclear Blast] £14.99
FU MANCHU Godzilla's / Eatin' Dust +4 £11.99
GIA MARGARET There's Always Glimmer £9.99
JOAN AS POLICE WOMAN Joanthology [3CD on PIAS] £11.99
JUSTIN TOWNES EARLE The Saint Of Lost Causes [New West] £9.99
MALCOLM MIDDLETON (ex-Arab Strap) Bananas [Triassic Tusk] £9.99
PETROL GIRLS Cut & Stitch [Hassle] £9.99
STRAY CATS 40 [Deluxe CD w/ Bonus Tracks + More on Mascot] £14.99
STRAY CATS 40 [Mascot] £11.99
THE DAMNED THINGS High Crimes [Nuclear Blast] FEAT MEMBERS OF ANTHRAX, FALL OUT BOY, ALKALINE TRIO & EVERY TIME I DIE! £10.99

COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Lux And Ivys Good For Nothin' Tunes [2CD] £11.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS Max's Skansas City £9.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS Par Les Damné.E.S De La Terre (By The Wretched Of The Earth) £13.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS The Hip Walk - Jazz Undercurrents In 60s New York [BGP] £10.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS The World Needs Changing: Street Funk... [BGP] £10.99
REISSUES

THEE OH SEES Thee Hounds Of Foggy Notion [Castle Face] £12.99
THE CORAL The Invisible Invasion £7.99
NEW RELEASE LPs  24/5/19

BLACK MOUNTAIN Destroyer [Ltd. DINKED Colour LP on Jagjaguwar] £26.99
BLACK MOUNTAIN Destroyer [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Jagjaguwar] £18.99
CATE LE BON Reward [Ltd. DINKED Colour LP on Mexican Summer] £23.99
FLYING LOTUS Flamagra [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Deluxe 2LP on Warp] £30.99
FLYING LOTUS Flamagra [2LP on Warp] £20.99
HAYDEN THORPE (ex-Wild Beasts) Diviner [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Deluxe LP on Domino] £23.99
HONEYBLOOD In Plain Sight [180g Green LP + MP3 on Marathon] £17.99
MAVIS STAPLES We Get By [180g LP on ANTI-] £18.99
SEBADOH Act Surprised [Ltd. DINKED Colour LP on Fire] £26.99
AMYL & THE SNIFFERS Amyl & The Sniffers [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Rough Trade] £16.99
AYERS, CALE, ENO, NICO 1st June 1974 [Ltd. 180g LP on MOV] £19.99
BESS ATWELL Big Blue EP [Ltd. 12"] £10.99
BIG STICK Much Of The Best Of… [LP] £15.99
CAMERA OBSCURA My Maudlin Career [LP on 4AD] £15.99
DINOSAUR L 24 - 24 Music [180g LP on Demon] £20.99
FAT WHITE FAMILY Tastes Good With Money [Ltd. 10" on Domino] *FEAT NON-ALBUM TRACKS* £10.99
GIA MARGARET There's Always Glimmer [LP] £13.99
JOAN AS POLICE WOMAN Live At The BBC [LP on 4AD] £19.99
JUSTIN TOWNES EARLE The Saint Of Lost Causes [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour 2LP on New West] £21.99
PET SHOP BOYS Agenda [12" EP] £8.99
PETROL GIRLS Cut & Stitch [Transparent Green LP + MP3 on Hassle] £17.99
STEPHEN DUFFY I Love My Friends [LP + 7"] £21.99
STRAY CATS 40 [Ltd. Silver LP + MP3 on Mascot] £18.99
THE GET UP KIDS Problems [LP on Big Scary Monsters] £16.99
TIM HECKER Anoyo [LP on Kranky] £15.99
UNKNOWN INSTRUCTORS Unwilling to Explain [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP] FEATURING J MASCIS AS WELL AS MEMBERS OF MINUTEMEN & MORE! £21.99
REISSUES

ALICE IN CHAINS Jar Of Flies / Sap [180g 2LP] £23.99
GRANT GREEN Idle Moments [LP on Blue Note] £21.99
HERBIE HANCOCK The Prisoner [180g LP on Blue Note] £21.99
IAN BROWN Unfinished Monkey Business [180g Audiophile LP on MOV] £22.99
KANYE WEST My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy [3LP + Artwork + Poster] £31.99
THE FALL Dragnet (40th Anniversary Edition) [Black & White Splatter LP + 7"] £21.99
SLAYER Reign In Blood [LP] £25.99
SLAYER Seasons In The Abyss [LP] £25.99
SLAYER South Of Heaven [LP] £25.99
THEE OH SEES Thee Hounds Of Foggy Notion [Ltd. Coke Bottle Green LP on Castle Face] £23.99